EMMA High Definition Portable Audio
Line Source Speaker
Atlas A-Line Acoustics is proud to introduce the release
of the EMMA high definition audio line source speaker
system. The EMMA (Every Man's Modular Array)
system is designed to provide high-SPL coverage in
venues designed for live performance or speech
applications up to 80' x 200'. The EMMA system
includes the EM806A-B 2-way line source with eight
6.5" ribbon high frequency drivers and eight 6.5" low
frequency drivers capable of delivering up to 130dB
across a 120° horizontal dispersion pattern. Also in the
EMMA system is the EMW410A-B line source
subwoofer featuring four 10" long excursion
subwoofers in a sealed enclosure. Both include
integrated amplification making them easy to connect
to any source or mixer for fast set-up.
"The EMMA system is one of the most exciting
products we are releasing this year", said Steve Young
VP of Sales & Marketing for Atlas Sound. "Offering
exceptional clarity and volume at amazing distances,
this system is ideal for clubs, banquet halls, theaters
and large houses of worship. Easy set up and tear
down of the portable version make it easy to move
when needed and it easily connects to existing AV
sources without the need for excess cabling".
The EMMA system can be easily transported on the optional EMMA Transport System
(ETS), which includes locking wheels and straps allowing for both the EM806A-B and
EMW410A-B to be safely moved without risking damage to the equipment. The EMMA
line array systems will be manufactured in Atlas' Monroe, WI fabrication facility using
the highest quality materials to ensure longevity and durability over time.
See all of the new products from Atlas Sound and the Mitek Communications Group at
the InfoComm Expo in Las Vegas, NV June 13th-15th, 2012 at booth C10608.
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